AMOREM

Bringing Burke and Caldwell organizations together to maintain the legacy of community-based hospice care. As AMOREM, we offer our communities more quality. more compassion. more support.

828.754.0101 • 1.844.4AMOREM  WWW.AMOREMSUPPORT.ORG

FORMERLY BURKE HOSPICE AND PALLIATIVE CARE & CALDWELL HOSPICE AND PALLIATIVE CARE

• An innovator and leader, AMOREM opened NC’s first free-standing patient care unit. Today, AMOREM continues its strong home care program and operates three patient care units, providing acute, respite and residential beds.
• A community-owned, non-profit provider committed to providing quality end-of-life care to anyone who needs it—regardless of ability to pay.
• Enhanced services include: advanced cardiac care, pulmonary and dementia care programs; massage and aromatherapy; 11th Hour Volunteers; pet visitors; The Legacy Project; Vigil Music by the Bedside; We Honor Veterans; and community grief support

IN FY2021/22:
• Served 1,658 hospice patients and 1,588 palliative patients throughout our 12-county service area
• ALOS: 88.50 days; MLOS: 15.0 days
• Conversion rate: 78%
• 296 volunteers served just over 7,163 hours
• Top terminal conditions:
  — Diseases of the circulatory system
  — Neoplasm
  — Diseases of the respiratory system